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The Zenitel and Genetec partnership delivers 
a fully unified communications solution 
and best-in-class user experience

Zenitel integrates with the Genetec™ 
communications management system Sipelia™.   
Connecting people, devices, and systems.

Sipelia communications management is a core module 
of Genetec Security Center that enables SIP-based 
communication between operators, intercoms and public 
address devices.

Zenitel’s intercom devices, IP speakers and ICX-Alphacom 
integrate with Sipelia, bringing our high-quality audio 
solutions into your overall security system, and allowing  
security teams to communicate clearly and mitigate  
security risks faster than ever before. 

Through easy ONVIF integration, the Zenitel video  
intercom camera can be fully integrated into Omnicast™,  
for 24/7 video surveillance and recording.

And when emergencies require swift action, the integration 
ensures you can tap into your entire communication 
infrastructure to coordinate response and inform staff, visitors, 
and customers. 
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Contact us today for more information: www.zenitel.com ZENITEL GENETEC INTEGRATION
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Zenitel intercom stations and IP speakers connect directly to Sipelia acting as 
standard IP audio devices while maintaining the excellent audio quality of Zenitel.

Through Sipelia, Security Desk operators can :
 ▪ Accept calls from Zenitel intercoms
 ▪ Place calls to Zenitel intercoms or other operators 
 ▪ Transfer or forward calls
 ▪ Broadcast live, text-to-speech, or pre-recorded messages
 ▪ Manage calls from either Security Desk or the Genetec Mobile app
 ▪ Record audio and video for future investigation

Combine Sipelia’s unified workflows with additional critical communication 
capabilities of ICX-AlphaCom:

 ▪ Call priority to prioritize incoming calls
 ▪ Emergency broadcast override
 ▪ External  Radio conferencing 
 ▪ External Public Address and Voice Alarm integration

Easily integrate existing Zenitel ICX-Alphacom systems with Sipelia and 
Genetec Security Center

Connect Zenitel IP audio devices directly to Sipelia in SIP mode

Connect Zenitel  ICX-AlphaCom to Sipelia with SIP trunk

Embrace the advantages of a 
Unified Security Platform

The Genetec and Zenitel strategic business  
partnership empowers organizations with  
improved situational awareness, command  
and control, and operational efficiency,  
through the integration of Genetec and  
Zenitel technologies.

The unified security platform, Genetec Security 

Center, allows you to monitor events and configure 

your security system in one place. With a single 

interface for your entire security environment,  

you can manage video, access  control, and 

communications. 

Zenitel’s integration with Genetec Sipelia 

communications management system centralizes 

SIP-based audio communications across your 

organization.  It enhances your security team’s 

awareness by unifying intercom communication, 

broadcast announcements, and communication 

between operators.   

  

The high-quality audio from Zenitel’s devices 

enables operators to quickly and clearly 

communicate directly from their Security Desk 

workstation or through the Genetec Mobile app.

IP Network

Zenitel provides flexibility in how you 
integrate our products and solutions 
with Sipelia, enabling you to build a 
communication system that works 
best for you. 



Make audio/video calls, and broadcast through 
Security Center by connecting a standard USB 
headset.  
 

Learn more at: www.zenitel.com ZENITEL GENETEC INTEGRATION

Full call management 
Answer incoming calls, initiate calls to operators, external collaborators or ring 
groups from your monitoring tasks, maps, or as part of an incident in Security 
Center. 

Keep everyone informed 
Sipelia empowers you to broadcast either pre-recorded or live messages to  
Zenitel IP speakers, with the added flexibility of incorporating live, event- 
triggered, or automated messages. Additionally, it provides the capability for 
multi-language text-to-speech broadcasting.

Investigative call reviewing 
Expand your investigations to include audio recordings from the initial call report, 
giving you a fuller picture of an incident.

Empower your 
organisation’s

situational 
awareness, 
command 

and control.

What is Possible?

Zenitel’s integration with Genetec  
communications management system Sipelia

Zenitel Intercom Stations
Provide secure and easy access to
the premises with Zenitel’s Intercom
devices. Frictionless connectivity 
allows you to identify visitors via both 
audioand video and guide them to 
where they need to be.

Zenitel Intercom Desktop Stations
Answer calls or make public
announcements from reception or 
office areas.

Zenitel  IP Speakers
Provide general information 
throughout the building or to specific 
areas. Assist in responding to incidents 
with both pre-recorded  and manual 
announcements anywhere on  
your property.

Unify your communications in Security Center 

Initiate calls to individual or groups of intercom 
stations from contact list, monitoring tasks, 
maps, or as part of a mission control incident. 

Answer, forward, place in hold, or 
cancel calls from a dedicated call 
dialogue box.

Control device camera, door relay, and 
device outputs during a call.  
 

Lock and unlock doors from the 
call window.
 

Record calls  
and associated video.   

Generate reports to investigate 
the activities within specific call 
sessions.  

Make live announcements to 
groups of IP speakers.  

Broadcast pre-recorded messages and 
text-to-speech to groups of IP speakers.  

Receive and make calls, view video 
footage, lock and unlock doors, and 
trigger public announcements on the go 
with Genetec Mobile.
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Why Zenitel?
Zenitel is well positioned to drive the future of intelligent critical-communication solutions. Through our portfolio of IP products & solutions, with built-in 
intelligence and a focus on cybersecurity, we provide organizations with superior, scalable security and flexibility. Zenitel is the proven, preferred choice 
for environments requiring crystal-clear audio to ensure the protection of human life, property, assets and the management of critical activities. With 
interoperability at all levels, we seamlessly integrate with access control, video management and security platforms.

sales@zenitel.com

High-Quality Audio and Video Intercom Stations
Zenitel’s intercom solutions combine unrivalled HD audio and video. Empower your security team with the proven power of Turbine, 
so they can act in real time and with clear communication. Our Turbine family is designed to withstand treacherous situations 
including extreme fluctuations in temperature, vandalism, noisy, dirty, and dusty environments.

ELSII-10HM
Network Horn Speaker, 

Turbine Intercom Audio Stations - TCIS Series
 

Turbine Intercom Audio and Video Stations - TCIV+ Series 

Turbine Mini Intercom Stations

Vandal Resistant Intercom

Explore  
Zenitel Turbine 
Series

Explore 
Zenitel  
IP Speakers

ELSII-10WM
Network On-Wall

ELSIR-10CM
Network Ceiling

ELSII-10LHM
Network Long Horn

ELSII-10PM
Network Projector

Desktop Stations

Next Generation, Intelligent IP Speaker Series
Our family of IP Loudspeakers combines the unrivaled audio of our Turbine platform with the broadcast 
potential of Public Address speakers. Our IP Speaker range is scalable, with flexible zoning features that help 
to mitigate security risks faster than ever before.  Self-check and Automatic Volume Control functions limit the 
need for manual maintenance, which minimizes service costs and system downtime.  

Industrial environmentsTurbine Extended Series


